Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We are concerned with optimization problems which involve partial differential equations. Problems of this type appear for example in numerous applications of optimal control, where one wishes state variables to be close to a certain desired form and hopes to achieve it by an appropriate choice of control variables. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \min _{y \in Y,~u \in U}~~~{\mathcal {J}}(y,u) \quad \text {s.t.} \quad c(y,u) = 0, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the state *y* and control *u* belong to appropriate function spaces *Y* and *U*, respectively. The objective $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {J}} : Y \times U \mapsto {\mathbb {R}}$$\end{document}$ and the constraints $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varLambda $$\end{document}$ is another function space, are assumed to satisfy certain smoothness conditions to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Many real-life problems may be modelled as optimal control problems ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). There exists rich literature on the subject which addresses specific applications and provides theoretical background to such problems. The rigorous analysis of optimal control problems requires the use of nontrivial function spaces and involves sophisticated techniques from functional analysis. We refer the interested reader to excellent books on the subject \[[@CR22], [@CR24], [@CR45]\], while for simplicity in this paper we assume that *Y*, *U* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {J}}$$\end{document}$ may take many different forms but it is often given as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {J}}(y,u) = \frac{1}{2} \Vert y - {\widehat{y}} \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert u \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which corresponds to balancing between two goals: keeping the state *y* close to a certain desired form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{y}}$$\end{document}$, and minimizing the "energy" of the applied control *u*. The constraints *c* in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) involve some PDE operator(s), and restrict *y* and *u* to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\partial \varOmega $$\end{document}$. Additionally they may include simple bounds on *y* and *u*. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we will introduce two particular classes of optimal control problems: time-invariant and time-dependent PDE-constrained problems.

Computational techniques for PDE-constrained optimal control problems involve a discretization of the underlying PDE. There are two options for doing this, and the typical paradigm in PDE-constrained optimization literature is for both approaches to solve the problem in a similar manner. The first is to apply an *optimize-then-discretize* method, involving constructing continuous optimality conditions, and then discretizing these. However we find that this approach is inconvenient when examining the resulting discrete systems for the problems considered in this paper, specifically with regard to the reduction of the dimension of the system, as well as symmetry of the matrix involved. The alternative method, which we apply in this paper, is the *discretize-then-optimize* approach: here a discrete cost functional is constructed and discretized constraints are formulated. Then optimality conditions are derived for such (possibly huge) problems. Our motivation for using this approach originates from an observation that for a particular (quadratic) cost functional ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) the discretized PDE-constrained problem takes the form of a quadratic optimization problem for linear PDEs. The use of fine discretization leads to a substantial size of the resulting optimization problem. Therefore we will apply an interior point algorithm to solve it.

Interior point methods (IPMs) are very well-suited to solving quadratic optimization problems and they excel when sizes of problems grow large \[[@CR17], [@CR52]\], which makes them perfect candidates for discretized PDE-constrained optimal control problems. The use of IPMs in PDE-constrained optimization is not new. There have been several developments which address theoretical aspects, including the functional analysis viewpoint, and study the convergence properties of an interior point algorithm \[[@CR46], [@CR49], [@CR51]\], and many others which focus on the practical (computational) aspects. IPMs belong to a broad class of methods which rely on the use of Newton methods to compute optimizing directions. There have been several successful attempts to use Newton-based approaches in the PDE-constrained optimization context \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR25], [@CR28]\]. The main computational challenge in these approaches is the solution of the linear system which determines the Newton direction. For fine PDE discretizations such systems quickly get very large. Additionally, when IPMs are applied, the added interior point diagonal scaling matrices degrade the conditioning of such systems \[[@CR17]\] and make them numerically challenging. Direct methods for sparse linear algebra \[[@CR10]\] can handle the ill-conditioning well but struggle with excessive memory requirements when problems get larger. Inexact interior point methods \[[@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR50]\] overcome this difficulty by employing iterative methods to solve the Newton equations.

Because of the unavoidable ill-conditioning of these equations the success of any iterative scheme for their solution depends on the ability to design efficient *preconditioners* which can improve spectral properties of linear systems. The development of such preconditioners is a very active research area. Preconditioners for IPMs in PDE-constrained optimization exploit the vast experience gathered for saddle point systems \[[@CR2]\], but face an extra difficulty originating from the presence of IPM scaling. There have already been several successful attempts to design preconditioners for such systems, see \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR18]\] and the references therein.

In this paper, we propose a general methodology to design efficient preconditioners for such systems. Our approach is derived from the *matching strategy* originally developed for a particular Poisson control problem \[[@CR37]\]. We adapt it to much more challenging circumstances of saddle point systems arising in IPMs applied to solve the PDE-constrained optimal control problems. We briefly comment on the enjoyable spectral properties of the preconditioned system, and provide computational results to demonstrate that they work well in practice.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we briefly recall a few basic facts about interior point methods for quadratic programming. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we demonstrate how IPMs can be applied to PDE-constrained optimization problems. In Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} we introduce the preconditioners proposed for problems originating from optimal control. We consider separately two different cases of time-independent and time-dependent problems. In Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} we illustrate our findings with computational results and, finally, in Sect. [6](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} we give our conclusions.

Interior point methods for quadratic programming {#Sec2}
================================================

Within this paper, we are interested in the solution of *quadratic programming* (QP) problems. In their most basic form, such problems may be written asWe consider the case where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {x}},{\mathbf {c}}\in {\mathbb {R}}^{n}$$\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {b}\in {\mathbb {R}}^{m}$$\end{document}$. This formulation is frequently considered alongside its *dual problem* where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {y}}\in {\mathbb {R}}^{m}$$\end{document}$. We note that a subset of this setup is that of linear programming (LP) problems, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this manuscript, we consider the solution of quadratic programming problems using interior point methods \[[@CR17]\]. The nonnegativity constraints $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {x}}\ge {}\mathbf {0}$$\end{document}$ are "replaced" with the logarithmic barrier penalty function, and the Lagrangian associated with the barrier subproblem is formed:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_j = \mu / x_j,~\forall j$$\end{document}$, gives the *first order optimality conditions* (or *Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions*):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_{j}z_{j}=0,~\forall j$$\end{document}$, is replaced with the perturbed complementarity condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_{j}$$\end{document}$. This is achieved by applying Newton's method to the system of (mildly) nonlinear equations ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {y}}$$\end{document}$ in this description relates to a dual variable, whereas for PDE-constrained optimization the function *y* corresponds to a primal variable---we elect to use the standard notation within the respective fields.

However, before moving on to PDE-constrained optimization, it is worth drawing the reader's attention to the fact that, although in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) we assume only the one-sided bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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PDE-constrained optimization {#Sec3}
============================

We now wish to demonstrate how interior point methods may be applied to PDE-constrained optimization problems. These are a crucial class of problems which may be used to model a range of applications in science and industry, for example fluid flow, chemical and biological processes, shape optimization, imaging problems, and mathematical finance, to name but a few. However the problems are often of complex structure, and sophisticated techniques are frequently required to achieve accurate solutions for the models being considered. We recommend the works \[[@CR22], [@CR45]\], which provide an excellent introduction to the field.

Let us first consider a time-independent linear PDE-constrained optimization problem with additional bound constraints:Here *y*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will now apply the discretize-then-optimize approach to ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), commencing with the construction of a Lagrangian on the discrete space. The alternative optimize-then-discretize method will guarantee an accurate solution of the continuous first order optimality conditions, however when applied in conjunction with interior point methods the resulting matrix systems are not necessarily symmetric, nor can they be reduced to such low dimensions for these problems as the matrix systems illustrated later in this section. For these reasons, we find it is advantageous to apply the discretize-then-optimize approach for the interior point solution of PDE-constrained optimization problems---we highlight that this follows the approach used in important literature on the field such as \[[@CR5], [@CR28]\]. Provided reasonable choices are made for the discretization of the problem, it is frequently observed that both methods lead to very similar behaviour in the solutions, and indeed this paradigm has recently been used to derive discretization schemes for PDE-constrained optimization (see \[[@CR20]\], for instance).

We wish to construct a finite element discretization of the cost functional in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}): for the problems considered in this paper it is beneficial to use equal order finite elements for state and control variables, and observe that a discretized approximation of the cost functional iswhere $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We therefore write ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) on the discrete level aswith $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We observe that, using our equal order finite element method, the matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It can be easily seen that the problem statement ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) is in the form of the quadratic programming problem ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q<\infty $$\end{document}$) settings. It is also important to note that the regularity properties of the optimal state and control are different, which as highlighted in \[[@CR5]\] is a crucial feature of the continuous (infinite dimensional) problem which tends to be overlooked when moving to a discretized setting. It is essential to recognise the differences between the continuous formulations involving control constraints and state constraints \[[@CR5], [@CR46]\], in particular the greater scope for a rigorous analysis of the control constrained problem, as well as the possibility of generating provably mesh-independent algorithms (including interior point methods) for problems with control constraints, in constrast to problems with state constraints \[[@CR5]\]. As the main objective of this paper is to demonstrate the possibility of solving large scale linear systems that arise from interior point methods, we focus for the most part on the challenges faced on the discrete level, however it is crucial to also be aware of the issues present when examining the associated infinite dimensional problem, and in particular the implications of the discretization strategy employed.

In the next section we consider interior point methods for solving problems of structure ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}), for a range of operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {L}}y=-\nabla ^{2}y+y$$\end{document}$. We also point to the development of solvers of different forms to those presented in this paper: in \[[@CR18]\] reduced-space preconditioners are considered for optimal control problems, and in \[[@CR9]\] multigrid methods are discussed for a class of control problems.

Newton iteration {#Sec4}
----------------

We now wish to derive the equations arising from a Newton iteration applied to the (nonlinear) problem ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). Let us define$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that, due to the fact that state and control bounds are enforced as strict inequalities at each Newton step, the diagonal matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Of course, it is perfectly natural to consider a problem with only state constraints or only control constraints (or indeed only lower or upper bound constraints). For such cases we may follow exactly the same working to obtain a matrix system of the form ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), removing individual matrices corresponding to constraints that we do not apply.

Algorithm {#Sec5}
---------

We now present the structure of the interior point algorithm, adapted from the paper \[[@CR17]\], that we apply to the problems considered in this paper. The essence of the method is to traverse the interior of the feasible region where solutions may arise---we do this by applying a relaxed Newton iteration, reducing the barrier parameter by a factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us now consider appropriate stopping criteria for the method. Two natural requirements are for the norms of the primal and dual infeasibilities (at the *k*-th iteration)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We present the algorithm that we apply---its structure is similar to the algorithm outlined in \[[@CR17], Section 2\].

It is clear from the presentation of this method that the dominant computational work arises from the solution of the Newton system ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}). It is therefore crucial to construct fast and robust solvers for this system, and this is what we focus on in Sect. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Time-dependent problems {#Sec6}
-----------------------

It is also important to be able to handle time-dependent problems using this methodology, due to the complexity and practical utility of such setups. To provide a brief illustration of how this may be accomplished, let us consider the time-dependent problem:The state, control and adjoint variables are now solved in a space-time domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {L}}$$\end{document}$ the time-independent component of the PDE operator.

As in \[[@CR35], [@CR44]\] for heat equation control problems, we may apply a discretize-then-optimize approach, using the trapezoidal rule to approximate the integrals within the cost functional, and the backward Euler method to account for the time derivative. We thus rewrite the problem in the discrete setting as follows:Here the matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{t}:=\frac{T}{\tau }$$\end{document}$ the number of time-steps taken.

We apply Newton iteration to the discrete optimality conditions, in an analogous way to the time-independent problem. This yields the matrix system$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {z}_{u,b}$$\end{document}$ the same as for the time-independent setting, except now measured over all points in space and time.

Reducing ([28](#Equ28){ref-type=""}) as for the time-independent case gives a block matrix system$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D_{u}$$\end{document}$, as defined in ([25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}), ([26](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), except with the quantities measured within the entire space-time domain.

Preconditioning for the Newton system {#Sec7}
=====================================

For the matrix systems considered in this paper, particularly those arising from time-dependent problems, great care must be taken when seeking an appropriate scheme for obtaining an accurate solution. The dimensions of these systems mean that a direct method is often infeasible, so we find that the natural approach is to develop preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers.

When seeking preconditioners for such methods, we exploit the fact that the matrix systems for the PDE-constrained optimization problems are of *saddle point form*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m\le {}n$$\end{document}$, as in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}). Further $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {A}$$\end{document}$ is itself symmetric, and all of the matrices are sparse for the finite element method used. We recommend \[[@CR2]\] for a thorough overview of saddle point systems and their numerical properties.

The study of preconditioners for systems of this form is a well-established subject area: indeed it is known that two 'ideal' preconditioners are given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {A}$$\end{document}$. It can be shown \[[@CR23], [@CR26], [@CR29]\] that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned systems are given byprovided that these systems are invertible.

In practice, of course, one would not wish to invert $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{S}}$$\end{document}$ which can be applied within a block diagonal or block triangular preconditioner of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {P}}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} {\widehat{\varPhi }} &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} {\widehat{S}} \\ \end{array}\right] \quad \text {or}\quad \left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} {\widehat{\varPhi }} &{} 0 \\ \varPsi &{} -{\widehat{S}} \\ \end{array}\right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Such preconditioners are very often found to be extremely potent in practice, and in many cases one can prove their effectiveness as well (we discuss this further in Sect. [4.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}).

A major objective within the remainder of this paper is to develop effective representations of the (1, 1)-block $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi $$\end{document}$ and Schur complement *S* for matrix systems arising from interior point solvers.

Time-independent problems {#Sec8}
-------------------------

We now wish to apply saddle point theory to matrix systems arising from time-independent problems. So consider the matrix system ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), for instance in the case where the matrix *K* arises from a Laplacian operator (considered for Poisson control) or convection-diffusion operator. This system is of saddle point form ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}), with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}\varPhi =\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} M+D_{y} &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} \beta {}M+D_{u} \\ \end{array}\right] ,\quad \quad \varPsi =\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} K &{} -M \\ \end{array}\right] ,\quad \quad \varTheta =\left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ \end{array}\right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Let us consider approximating the (1, 1)-block and Schur complement of this matrix system. For this problem *M* is a positive definite matrix, with positive diagonal entries, and the same applies to *K* in the case of Poisson control problems.

We now highlight that mass matrices may in fact be well approximated by their diagonal: for instance, in the case of *Q*1 mass matrices on a uniform two dimensional domain, the eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\widehat{\varPhi }}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} \text {diag}\left( M+D_{y}\right) &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} \text {diag}\left( \beta {}M+D_{u}\right) \\ \end{array}\right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The effectiveness of the approximation may be measured in some sense by the eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main task at this stage is to approximate the Schur complement$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Furthermore, it is possible to prove a lower bound of the preconditioned Schur complement for a very general matrix form, as demonstrated below.
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### Proof {#FPar2}
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### Proof {#FPar4}
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The 'matching strategy' presented here guarantees a lower bound for the preconditioned Schur complement of matrices of this form, provided some very weak assumptions hold[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}, and often results in the largest eigenvalue being of moderate magnitude. We therefore wish to make use of this matching approach to generate effective Schur complement approximations for the very general class of matrix systems considered in this manuscript. In particular, we consider matrices *K* of general form (as opposed to the stiffness matrix as in ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""})), as well as diagonal matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar5}
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### Proof {#FPar6}
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Clearly, it is valuable to have this insight that using our approximation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We highlight that, in practice, one may also approximate the inverses of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K+{\widehat{M}}_{1}$$\end{document}$ and its transpose effectively using a multigrid process. We apply the Aggregation-based Algebraic Multigrid (AGMG) software \[[@CR30]--[@CR33]\] for this purpose within our iterative solvers.
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It is useful to consider the distribution of eigenvalues of the preconditioned system, as this will control the convergence properties of the [Minres]{.smallcaps} method. The fundamental result we use for our analysis of saddle point matrices ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) is stated below \[[@CR40], Lemma 2.1\].

### Theorem 2 {#FPar7}
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We now wish to apply a result of this form to the preconditioned system. The preconditioned matrix, when a general block diagonal preconditioner of the form ([31](#Equ31){ref-type=""}) is used, is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By the similarity property of matrix systems (using that for our problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3 {#FPar8}
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It is therefore clear that, for our problem, a good approximation of the Schur complement will guarantee clustered eigenvalues of the preconditioned system, and therefore rapid convergence of the [Minres]{.smallcaps} method. As we have observed for our problem, the quantities of interest are therefore the largest eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now present a straightforward result concerning the eigenvectors of a preconditioned saddle point system of the form under consideration.
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### Proof {#FPar10}
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We observe that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the (1, 1)-block and Schur complement (along with their approximations) interact strongly with each other. This decreases the likelihood of many extreme eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As an alternative to the block diagonal preconditioner $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \ {\mathcal {P}}_{2}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c@{\quad }c} (M+D_{y})_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} (\beta {}M+D_{u})_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 \\ K &{} -M &{} -{\widehat{S}}_{1} \\ \end{array}\right] , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$within a non-symmetric solver such as [Gmres]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR41]\].

It is possible to carry out eigenvalue analysis for the block triangular preconditioner $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now consider a completely different strategy for preconditioning the matrix system. We may first rearrange ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) to the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Once again, the main challenge is to approximate the Schur complement:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One may therefore build a block triangular preconditioner for the permuted system ([41](#Equ41){ref-type=""}), of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{T}$$\end{document}$ in ([31](#Equ31){ref-type=""}). Rearranging the matrix system (and hence the preconditioner) to the form ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}), we are therefore able to construct the following preconditioner for ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{\text {cheb}}$$\end{document}$ relates to a Chebyshev semi-iteration process for the mass matrix *M*. We notice that this relates to observations made on nullspace preconditioners for saddle point systems in \[[@CR38]\].

It is clear that to apply the preconditioner $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{3}$$\end{document}$, we require a non-symmetric solver such as [Gmres]{.smallcaps}, as it is not possible to construct a positive definite preconditioner with this rearrangement of the matrix system. Within such a solver, a key positive property of this strategy is that we may approximate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{3}$$\end{document}$ without a matrix inversion. An associated disadvantage is that our approximation of *S* is more expensive to apply than the approximation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{2}$$\end{document}$---whereas Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} may again be applied[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} to verify a lower bound for the eigenvalues of the preconditioned Schur complement, the values of the largest eigenvalues are frequently found to be higher than for the Schur complement approximation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Time-dependent problems {#Sec9}
-----------------------

Due to the huge dimensions of the matrix systems arising from time-dependent PDE-constrained optimization problems, it is very important to consider preconditioners for the resulting systems, which are of the form ([29](#Equ29){ref-type=""}). These are again of saddle point type ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}), with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \ \varPhi =\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y} &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} \beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u} \\ \end{array}\right] ,\quad \quad \varPsi =\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c} {\mathcal {K}} &{} -\tau {\mathcal {M}} \\ \end{array}\right] ,\quad \quad \varTheta =\left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ \end{array}\right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$As for the time-independent case we may approximate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi $$\end{document}$ using diagonal solves or the Chebyshev semi-iteration method applied to the matrices from each time-step.

To approximate the Schur complement of ([29](#Equ29){ref-type=""}),$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {S}={\mathcal {K}}\big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y} \big )^{-1}{\mathcal {K}}^{\top }+\tau ^{2}{\mathcal {M}}\big (\beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u}\big )^{-1}{\mathcal {M}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$we again apply a matching strategy to obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{1,T}:=\big ({\mathcal {K}}+{\widehat{{\mathcal {M}}}}_{1,T} \big )\big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y}\big )^{-1}\big ({\mathcal {K}} +{\widehat{{\mathcal {M}}}}_{1,T}\big )^{\top }, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$whereThis in turn motivates the choice$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\widehat{{\mathcal {M}}}}_{1,T}=\tau {\mathcal {M}}\left[ \text {diag} \big (\beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u}\big )\right] ^{-1/2} \left[ \text {diag}\big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y}\big )\right] ^{1/2}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and we require two multigrid processes per time-step to apply $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{1,T}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ efficiently.

Combining our approximations of (1, 1)-block and Schur complement, we may apply$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {P}}_{1,T}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c@{\quad }c} \big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y}\big )_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} \big (\beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u}\big )_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} 0 &{} {\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{1,T} \\ \end{array}\right] \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$within [Minres]{.smallcaps}, for example, or$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {P}}_{2,T}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c@{\quad }c} \big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{y}\big )_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 &{} 0 \\ 0 &{} \big (\beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u}\big )_{\text {approx}} &{} 0 \\ {\mathcal {K}} &{} -\tau {\mathcal {M}} &{} -{\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{1,T} \\ \end{array}\right] , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$within a nonsymmetric solver such as [Gmres]{.smallcaps}.

Alternatively, in complete analogy to the time-independent setting, one could rearrange the matrix system such that the (1, 1)-block may be approximated accurately, and select the preconditioner$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {P}}_{3,T}=\left[ \begin{array}{c@{\quad }c@{\quad }c} -{\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{2,T} &{} 0 &{} {\mathcal {K}}^{\top } \\ 0 &{} \beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u} &{} -\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{\text {cheb}} \\ 0 &{} -\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{\text {cheb}} &{} 0 \\ \end{array}\right] . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Inverting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {M}}_{\text {cheb}}$$\end{document}$ requires the application of Chebyshev semi-iteration to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{t}$$\end{document}$ mass matrices *M*, and the Schur complement approximation is given bywith$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {{\widehat{M}}}_{2,T}=\tau \left[ \text {diag}\big (\tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2} +{\mathcal {D}}_{y}\big )\right] ^{1/2}\left[ \text {diag} \big (\beta \tau {\mathcal {M}}_{1/2}+{\mathcal {D}}_{u}\big )\right] ^{-1/2}{\mathcal {M}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Similar eigenvalue results can be shown for the Schur complement approximation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{\mathcal {S}}}_{1,T}$$\end{document}$ as for the approximations used in the time-independent case.

### Remark 1 {#FPar11}

We highlight that a class of methods which is frequently utilized when solving PDE-constrained optimization problems, aside from the iterative methods discussed in this paper, is that of multigrid. We recommend \[[@CR8]\] for an overview of such methods for PDE-constrained optimization, \[[@CR7]\] for a convergence analysis of multigrid applied to these problems, \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] for schemes derived for solving flow control problems, and \[[@CR6]\] for a method tailored to problems with additional bound constraints. These solvers require the careful construction of prolongation/restriction operators, as well as smoothing methods, tailored to the precise problem at hand. Applying multigrid to the entire coupled matrix systems resulting from the problems considered in this paper, as opposed to employing this technology to solve sub-blocks of the system within an iterative method, also has the potential to be a powerful approach for solving problems with bound constraints. Similar multigrid methods have previously been applied to the interior point solution of PDE-constrained optimization problems in one article \[[@CR9]\], and we believe that a carefully tailored scheme could be a viable alternative when solving at least some of the numerical examples considered in Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.

Alternative problem formulations {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

We have sought to illustrate our interior point solvers, and in particular the preconditioned iterative methods for the solution of the associated Newton systems, using quadratic tracking functionals with a quadratic cost for the control, as in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). We now wish to briefly outline some of the possible extensions to this problem that we believe we could apply our method to, as below:*Boundary control problems*  Our methodology could be readily extended to problems where the control (or state) variable is regularized on the boundary only within the cost functional, for instance where $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {J}}(y,u)=\frac{1}{2} \Vert y - {\widehat{y}} \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert u \Vert _{L_{2}(\partial \varOmega )}^2. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ For such problems, we would need to take account of boundary mass matrices within the saddle point system that arises, however preconditioners have previously been designed for such problems that take into account these features (see \[[@CR35]\], for instance).*Control variable regularized on a subdomain*  Analogously, problems may be considered using our preconditioning approach where the cost functional is of the form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {J}}(y,u)=\frac{1}{2} \Vert y - {\widehat{y}} \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert u \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega _1)}^2, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega _1\subset \varOmega $$\end{document}$. The matching strategy of Sect. [4.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} may be modified to account for the matrices of differing structures.*Alternative regularizations*  A further possibility is for the control (or state) variable to be regularized using a different term, for instance an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H^{1}$$\end{document}$ regularization term of the following form: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {J}}(y,u)= & {} \frac{1}{2} \Vert y - {\widehat{y}} \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert u \Vert _{H^{1}(\varOmega )}^2\\= & {} \frac{1}{2} \Vert y - {\widehat{y}} \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert u \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2 + \frac{\beta }{2} \Vert \nabla {}u \Vert _{L_{2}(\varOmega )}^2. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Upon discretization, stiffness matrices arise within the (1, 1)-block in addition to mass matrices, however the preconditioning method introduced in this paper may still be applied, by accounting for the new matrices within the matching strategy for the Schur complement.*Time-dependent problems*  Finally, we highlight that modifications to the cost functional considered for time-dependent problems in Sect. [3.3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} may be made. For instance, one may measure the control (or state) variables at the final time only, that is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal {J}}(y,u)=\frac{1}{2}\int _{0}^{T}\int _{\varOmega }\big (y({\mathbf {x}},t) -{\widehat{y}}({\mathbf {x}},t)\big )^{2}~\mathrm{d}\varOmega \mathrm{d}t+\frac{\beta }{2}\int _{\varOmega }u({\mathbf {x}},T)^{2}~\mathrm{d}\varOmega . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ On the discrete level, this will lead to mass matrices being removed from portions of the (1, 1)-block, and this information may be built into new preconditioners \[[@CR35], [@CR44]\].We emphasize that there are some examples of cost functional, for instance a functional where a curl function is applied to state or control, or one which includes terms of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\int \max \{0,\text {det}(\nabla {}y)\}$$\end{document}$ (see \[[@CR19]\]), where the preconditioning approach presented here would not be directly applicable. As PDE-constrained optimization problems are widespread and varied in type, much useful further work could be carried out on extending the method presented in this paper to more diverse classes of optimization problems.

Numerical experiments {#Sec11}
=====================

Having motivated our numerical methods for the solution of the problems considered, we now wish to test our solvers on a range of examples. These test problems are of both time-independent and time-dependent form, and are solved on a desktop with a quad-core 3.2GHz processor. For each test problem, we discretize the state, control and adjoint variables using *Q*1 finite elements. Within the interior point method, the value of the barrier reduction parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\epsilon _{p}=\epsilon _{d}=\epsilon _{c}=10^{-6}$$\end{document}$. To solve the Newton systems arising from the interior point method, we use the [Ifiss]{.smallcaps} software package \[[@CR11], [@CR43]\] to construct the relevant finite element matrices. When the symmetric block diagonal preconditioner $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{1}$$\end{document}$ is used, we solve the Newton systems using the [Minres]{.smallcaps} algorithm to a relative preconditioned residual norm tolerance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{-8}$$\end{document}$, and the Chebyshev semi-iteration method to approximate the inverse of the (1, 1)-block (apart from within one experiment where we use a diagonal approximation), as well as the AGMG method to approximate the inverse Schur complement. Where the block triangular preconditioners $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{-8}$$\end{document}$; we apply 20 steps of Chebyshev semi-iteration to approximate the (1, 1)-block, and once again utilize AGMG for the Schur complement approximations. We highlight that it would be feasible to relax the tolerances for [Minres]{.smallcaps} and [Gmres]{.smallcaps} in order to lower the overall CPU time for the interior point scheme \[[@CR16]\], however we elect to solve the matrix systems relatively accurately in order to fully demonstrate the potency of our preconditioned iterative methods. All results are computed using [Matlab]{.smallcaps} R2015a.

*Control constrained problems*  The first experiments we carry out involve a Poisson control problem, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {x}=\left[ x_{1},~x_{2}\right] ^{\top }$$\end{document}$. We solve this problem using the [Minres]{.smallcaps} algorithm with preconditioner $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {P}}_{1}$$\end{document}$, using both the Chebyshev semi-iteration method and the matrix diagonal to approximate the (1, 1)-block within the preconditioner. The results obtained are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, for a range of mesh-sizes *h* and regularization parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta =10^{-2}$$\end{document}$ is also shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We select box constraints for the control variable only, based on the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ used and the behaviour of the optimal control problem when no bound constraints are imposed---we are careful to make sure that the constraints are sensible physically, but also challenging for our interior point solver. The constraints taken for each value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ are stated in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It is worth pointing out that increasing the accuracy of discretization (decreasing *h* by a factor of 2) typically adds about one extra interior point iteration, which once again demonstrates that interior point methods are not very sensitive to the problem dimension (as discussed in \[[@CR17]\], for instance). We find that both the number of iterations of the interior point method, and the average number of [Minres]{.smallcaps} iterations per interior point (Newton) step, are very reasonable for the problem considered. Whereas we observe an increase in iterative steps for the more challenging case of smaller $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 1Contour and mesh plots of the solution to the Poisson control example with control constraints, for state variable *y* (*top*) and control variable *u* (*bottom*), with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2Contour and mesh plots of the solution to the convection-diffusion control example with state and control constraints, for state variable *y* (*top*) and control variable *u* (*bottom*), with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our final investigation involves the optimal control of the wave equation, which is the same problem as above, except with the PDE operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau \le {}h$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR27]\]. We investigate the potency of our preconditioners for this matrix system. In Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, we present the average number of [Minres]{.smallcaps} or [Gmres]{.smallcaps} iterations required to solve the systems arising from the interior point method. Although there is a larger variation in the number of steps required, due to the additional terms within the matrix system, the performance of the method is very encouraging considering the high complexity of the problem. We emphasize once again that the performance of the method is dependent somewhat on the severity of the box constraints imposed, however the numerical results obtained for a range of time-independent and time-dependent PDE-constrained optimization problems demonstrate the potency of the solvers presented in this manuscript.

Concluding remarks {#Sec12}
==================

In this paper we have presented a practical method for the interior point solution of a number of PDE-constrained optimization problems with state and control constraints, by reformulating the minimization of the discretized system as a quadratic programming problem. Having outlined the structure of the algorithm for solving these problems, we derived fast and feasible preconditioned iterative methods for solving the resulting Newton systems, which is the dominant portion of the algorithm in terms of computational work. Encouraging numerical results indicate the effectiveness and utility of our approach.

The problems we considered involved Poisson control, heat equation control, and both steady and time-dependent convection-diffusion control. A natural extension of this work would be to consider the control of systems of PDEs, for instance Stokes control and other problems in fluid flow, as well as the control of nonlinear PDEs, which arises in a wide range of practical scientific applications. The latter task would be accomplished by reformulating the discretization as a nonlinear programming problem---the robust solution of such formulations is a substantial challenge within the optimization community, but would represent significant progress in tackling real-world optimal control problems.

For the problems considered in \[[@CR39]\], bounds for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This assumption holds for both Poisson control and convection-diffusion control problems, for instance.

The main assumption made is that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the notation of Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, the matrices involved are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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